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Upcoming
MASTER
POTTER
WORKSHOP
and VASE
CONTEST

3/13/1934 —
11/12/2015
by Ann Henderson

The Guild will miss Pino Pagni – a
profoundly distinctive presence in the
clay arts studio. Most of you knew
On Saturday, February 18, 2017,
Pino: he always sat at that first seat
Sergei Isupov will give a Master
facing the studio by the dry-room door,
Potter Worshop. Sergei is an inwhen it was available. Although a
spirational ceramic artist – look at
his website at http://sergeiisupov. Guild member only since 2005, Pino was a potter long before that.
com, and you will be impressed
by his skill and creativity. Please According to an article written in a 2002 Crockett community
sign up soon to reserve a place newspaper, Pino lived his whole life in Crockett. He was a carpenter
– sign-ups are on the City’s and built his home in 1964, which he shared with his wife DeAnne.
website at the EZReg website He incorporated both a pottery studio for himself and a quilting studio
(http://ezreg.walnutcreekrec. for DeAnne in the plans. We have Pino to thank for the trimming bats
org/Activities/ActivitiesDetails. in our studio as well as those screens over the water buckets that
asp?ProcessWait=N&aid=2396). help keep errant tools out of our recycled clay.
On Saturday, March 11, 2017,
CAG will sponsor a vase contest,
held in the clay arts studio starting at 1 pm. The judge this year
is avant-garde artist and teacher
Andree Singer Thompson,
and there will also be an award
for the people’s choice. Andree
previously taught at our studio for
many years, and is engaged in a
wide variety of ceramic projects,
teaching, and writing. Andree will
select the winners and explain the
attributes that informed her decision. Get your creative passions
flowing and have some fun!

Although his hearing was sometimes compromised, Pino’s
pottery expertise never waned. He was a master at tall vases and
bottles, and one time taught a guild-sponsored mini-workshop on
handbuilding a beautiful large tray, using a very large rubber
squeegee to smooth the finished surface. He participated mostly in
Raku and some salt firing, often with spectacular results.
Rob Savre credits his continued interest in clay to Pino and wrote
the following observations. “I have had the pleasure of knowing
Pino Pagni since I took a class at the Concord Ceramic Studio in 1985.
Continued on page 3
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Message from the CAG Prez...
Welcome to the Walnut Creek Ceramics Studio. This
Ceramics Studio is one of the oldest and best-equipped
ceramic studios in the Bay Area and is well known locally, regionally and nationally as a center of excellence
in ceramic arts. I think of this community studio as a
three legged stool. The Center for Community Arts is
one leg. The second leg is the studio manager and
his staff, and the third leg is the Clay Arts Guild.
CAG started in 1964 with 14 student members eager and willing to
help with time and money to make a strong ceramics program
for the city of Walnut Creek. With 100+ members, CAG is still
actively engaged and committed to creating a great community
studio experience for all ceramic students.
In the spirit of CAG’s purpose, “to promote learning and excellence
in furtherance of the ceramic arts,” this newsletter is being emailed
to all students, not just CAG members. This excellent newsletter
has been a resource to CAG members for many years, and we
want to extend that benefit to all students in the ceramics program.
CAG is an organization of volunteers and there are many. I want to
thank everyone who volunteered in 2016 with a special mention of
Ann Henderson as she transitions out as newsletter editor. Ann has
been the editor of this newsletter for many years and has produced
5-6 informative newsletters each year. Thank you, Ann for your great
work and stamina! Mary Leigh Miller has been the format editor
responsible for the great look of the newsletter and will continue
in that job. David Shapiro is now the interim editor.
When you have time, take a look at the results of the survey
that have been printed and available in the studio. This survey
was co-ordinated by Merrilee Curry. The response rate was
about 40% of the membership. The CAG Board and the
Studio Manager will use the results to focus our efforts in
2017.
One of the in-progress projects is a study of the CAG Website.
CAG had gone for some time without a webmaster when Terry
Cullen took over in 2015. It was great to have someone with
experience take on the job, and she has done a great job keeping
things going. Our website was developed in the early days of the
technology when websites were designed with coding and required
knowledge of html to maintain. Terry recommended that we
update the Website with newer technology. A team has been
formed (Brad Krebs and Ana Barreto) to evaluate alternatives.
Look for a report on their recommendations in February.
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Beryl

PINO, continued from front page

Meet Chris
Fortin

As an impressionable thirty-yearold, I saw Pino as a ceramic role
model. He was the epitome of
‘cool’. He was self-assured and
could make anything with a ball
of clay.”
Rob was lucky to have visited
Pino’s wonderful home in Crockett
several times. He built an
elevator for his wife DeAnne,
who he adored to his final
days. “On my last visit to his
annual pottery sale,” Rob says,
“he gave me a tour of his
fantastic home that he hand
built. It was adorned with
images of 50s memorabilia, and
was so Pino. He provided a look
into a home of a potter who was
happy and accomplished with his
craft. He was a joyous energy in the
studio. Someone who we thought
would always be there, quipping the
double entendre: ‘What do I know?’
Although
sounding
funny,
deep down, we knew he knows a
lot.
“Visiting Civic Park in 2008, I
saw the building that used to
house the Walnut Festival
Exhibits and remembered that
it was now a ceramic studio.
After being given the once over
at the front door, explaining I
had taken a class at Concord
Studio, the monitor asked if I
knew Pino....

Interviewed by
David Shapiro

Chris Fortin is our new sculpture
instructor, currently teaching three
ceramic classes – ‘Intro to Sculpture,’
‘Sculpting the figure in Clay,’ and a
‘Clay Masks Workshop.’ Chris told
me, “These are all fantastic ceramic
sculpture classes for any level of student wanting to learn more about crafting sculpture in clay. In each of
these I will cover a variety of techniques from construction, texturing,
simple mold making, surface treatments, mounting/ hanger options,
and repairing techniques.”
Tell us about your background.
Art has always played a crucial role in my life. I struggled through
grade school with severe dyslexia and other auditory learning disabilities, and found art to be my one escape where I could feel
successful when I couldn’t anywhere else. I have always been a very
tactile person, which was the first aspect of ceramics that drew me
to it. Like many children, I got to experience the joy of working with
clay at a young age.
What kind of work are you currently making?
My most recent work is a reflection of our current political climate.
I have always used art as a constructive method of expressing my
feelings and thoughts; I try to create work that frames these ideas in a
thought-provoking manner. My work often alludes to a central idea, but
is intended for interpretation. Often times, I find it much more insightful
hearing fresh perspectives on my pieces. As external as many of my
ideas are, I often find my work to be quite introspective as well.

“I was directed to the Raku As a lover of the natural world and a strong advocate for the enviarea out back during a Michael ronment, my work often appears in the form of old wood. I’m not
Berkley class. Pino immediately interested in depicting perfection. On the contrary, I find that it is the
recognized me and insisted I get subtle inconsistencies that make life truly beautiful. A wrinkle, or a
enrolled in the next Friday night scar: these are all things that display a rich history and the life that
class. Nine years later, back has impacted it.
throwing pots, I am so happy I
ran into, and continued to work Tell us about the Agents of Erosion project on your website.
clay with, my long time friend and “Agents of Erosion" is my latest series work exploring the impact
mentor. Thank you, Pino.”
culture has on the planet and on groups of people. The work has
Continued on page 4
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Amazing
Glazing

By David Shapiro
Ann Kalinowski made this
bowl with 6-tile porcelain.
She brushed 2 coats of studio yellow 6-tile slip inside
and out (waiting for it to
dry to tackiness in between
coats.) The rim was brushed
with 2 coats of pink 6-tile
slip. After bisque, the bowl
was glazed with clear and
fired in the low reduction/
oxidation kiln.

CHRIS, continued from page 3

two crucial veins. The first is a social and psychological examination of self vs. group. This examination stems from the evergrowing number of marginalized individuals who are cast away as a
result of not fitting into a perceived norm. The second is my
reflection of how culture affects the natural environment and the
damaging prospects of that effect.
What artists do you admire and/or have influenced you?
Australian artist Ron Mueck is a giant in the figure sculpture community. His hyper-realistic figures push scale to monumental heights,
while still providing thoughtful contemplation. His work is truly extraordinary, and he is someone I look towards as a major influence.
Chinese artist Ai Weiwei is another one of my art heroes. As a
Chinese man, much of his work deals with his own culture and the
oppressiveness and oversight he experiences in his country. He is
very much an activist for free thinking and much of his work
expresses that. I find him fascinating and very inspiring.
American artist Beth Cavener’s work explores body language and
psychology through animal forms. Her work has many similarities
with my own interests and research in addition to being primarily a
ceramic artist. Her use of scale and placement is very successful and
an excellent source for reference.

If you’ve had a good glaze
result on a piece, please
email a photo of it to
David Shapiro at
tdrrcag@ gmail.com for
possible inclusion in a
future issue of the
newsletter.

“I am a student of the
universe and a participant
in the harmonic chaos of
contrasts and opposites:
dark – light; male – female;
good – evil.”
Sergie Isupov
(2/18/17 guest artist)

Besides the three classes, what else would you like to teach?
I am probably most interested in offering a teapot making class. I
love the teapot with all of its nuances and forms. The teapot is about
relationships and how each individual part relates to the whole. It is
this subtle complexity that keeps me coming back to it, not to mention the long history it holds.
How will you approach teaching in this studio?
I realize the importance of teaching a variety of processes so the
students can decide what works best for
them. I also strongly believe in educating
my students about the ceramic process
and the many stages clay goes through.
I find that I am much more successful if
I understand the process and reasoning behind the rule than just knowing
the rule. I hope to give my students a
broader range of understanding ceramics as a material; I believe they will be
better equipped to express their artistic
visions down the road.
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HOT TIP!

A Note from
the Interim
Editor:

By Pat Alger

In Jim Newton’s
class I learned
how to use
leaves as stencils for beautiful
designs on my
pottery. Since
that time, I have
been experime n ti ng with
the application of leaves on freshly thrown clay
platters, bowls and mugs. Once the piece is thrown,
I apply leaves in the desired pattern directly to the
clay surface. I gently rub them with my fingertip or
damp sponge to make sure all edges are well attached to the clay surface. After the clay has lost the
wet, glossy look, I then apply a layer of contrasting
colored slip (white slip over red clay, blue slip over
white clay, etc). I let the slip dry enough that the
leaves start lifting off the clay, and then I can easily remove the leaves. This produces a very crisp
outline of the leaf.

David
Shapiro

Starting with this issue, I’ll be the interim editor
responsible to collect and write articles for the
newsletter, though Ann Henderson will continue
to help. Mary Leigh Miller will continue to do the
layouts. We will publish five or six times a year,
though the primary format will be digital: the
digital version is in color, is easier to distribute,
and is less expensive to produce.
We’d like to incorporate the newsletter into
the new CAG website in a seamless way that
provides news, useful articles, and a place for
discussions. The new website is in the planning
stage and will have a more modern look and feel
and be easier to manage. Brad Krebs, Ana Barreto, and others have received a list of desirable
web site attributes, such as CAG artist pages,
studio orientation for new students, pictures of the
permanent collection, the library catalog, studio
sales information and more. They are researching the best platform and site-building/managing
tools to accommodate our needs and will present
a proposal to the board at the February meeting.

One day I collected a whole Ziplock bag of leaves,
but did not have time to use them all. I put the whole
bag of leaves into the refrigerator and hoped they
would keep for a few more days. To my surprise,
I have been able to keep leaves for weeks and if
they seem to be getting a little dry, I rinse them and
then put them back in the bag with a paper towel.
This seems to keep them soft and fresh, so I can
make the leaf design any time the mood strikes! I
have tried this with oak, maple, fern and a few other
mystery leaves, and all respond well to the cold,
moist environment.

If you’d like to suggest ideas for the newsletter, are
willing to write articles, or have any other
thoughts, please email David Shapiro at
tdrrcag@gmail.com.

Now it is your turn to submit a Hot Tip for
the newsletter. Make sure you have tried
the tip you are submitting, take a photo if
possible, write about it and send it to Ann
Henderson at annadele@comcast.net. Presto,
you will earn a free bag of clay if your tip
is published. If you received the tip from
something you read or another person, it
is nice to give credit for the source.

Parking stickers are now
available to all students in
the clay classes and can be
picked up at the Community
Center across the park. The
parking lot is checked often,
and you will be issued an expensive ticket
if you park over three hours without a posted sticker.
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Brad’s houses

Couples in the Studio
By Robin Moore

Brad and I have collected ceramics together for over twenty years.
We prefer to purchase directly from the artist as we value their stories
and their processes. A couple of years ago while Brad was hiking
the Pacific Crest Trail, he had an epiphany that the two of us should
become makers ourselves. I felt a need for artistic expression but
hadn’t found the right medium. In January 2015 we joined the studio
— both of us felt like fish that had found water!
Boxes have intrigued me since childhood. A box contains mystery,
like a cave. I use boxes as tiny environments for small precious items
that come into my life - one for tiny shells, one for bits of natural
detritus picked up in the Galapagos, etc. The boxes I collect always
feel more meaningful when they are handmade. It felt natural when
I started making pottery that my thoughts turned to boxes. The form
holds countless possibilities for me to explore: from natural forms to
boxy, from smooth to rough, from shiny to dull, from colorful to earthen.
Brad has migrated toward making houses, and Brad, in only a few
lines, describes his whimsical houses:

Robin’s boxes

“The natural colors of desert landscapes have always intrigued me
– I find the soft, subtle hues very pleasing. My work predominantly
features clay bodies unadorned with glaze. I often combine clay
bodies in different ways to achieve varying colors and textures.
For me the house evokes comfort and familiarity, as well as feeding
my interest in architecture. Thus my choice happens to be simple
house forms for my explorations in clay.”
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DIY HOMEMADE TOOLS
By Kate Chanuk

Wow, am I ever glad to be a
member of the Clay Arts Guild!
Along with about 25 other Guild
members, I was fortunate to attend a workshop on November
13th that the CAG hosted, and
Kathleen Jensen planned, organized and taught. Kathleen’s
husband, Chris, was a key part of
the event as well, having helped
to procure materials, supply
tools, and be on hand to help
participants with tools and safety.
The workshop’s focus was on making tools for pottery. Kathleen
organized 11 stations to make the following tools:
• Texture using hot glue – from hot glue on parchment paper
• Wiggle wires – from floral wire and springs
• Sponges on sticks – from foam curlers and chopsticks
• Flexible ribs – from flexible cell phone holders
• Rigid ribs – from linoleum samples
• Cardboard rollers with texture – from cardboard rolls and sticky paper
• “Lino” erasers decorated with linoleum tools
• Bat grabbers – made from “rubber” shelf paper
• Scoring tool (scratching tool) – made from toothpicks and tape
• Bevel cutters – made from wood trim and wire
• Chatter tools - made from metal strapping
CAG and some of the students supplied wine, non-alco-holic
drinks, and delicious desserts, and participants worked away to
make tools at the various stations while they ate, talked and
imbibed. Kathleen’s attention to detail included, for each station:
organized supplies, written instructions, tools, and safety
equipment. While tool construction ranged from “easy” (trace a bat
grabber onto a piece of rubber shelf paper, then cut out with
scissors and a hole punch) to “challenging” (cut a piece of metal
strapping with metal shears, heat it, and bend it with pliers to make a
chatter tool), there was something for everyone. Kathleen had even
supplied brown paper lunch bags so that everyone could keep
track of their tools (many of which bore a strong resemblance to
each other).
Many of us remarked what a wonderful gift this workshop was – a
great way to enjoy each other’s company and make many useful
tools that we will use for years to come at the studio. Thank you to
CAG and to Kathleen and Chris Jensen!
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CAG Board
Meeting

December 1, 2016
The Board met on December
1, 2016, and its minutes are
posted on the bulletin board
in the studio. A few highlights
below:
Gregory said he will put a suggestion box in the studio, the
City will install five air conditioning cooling units by early May,
and there will be a glazing class
for the Spring quarter.
Survey Results: Our first survey, distributed to all CAG
members, got 41 responses
and was intended to get broad
input from membership. We
found that CAG members like
the idea of surveys, especially
to connect committee chairs to
volunteers. Respondents want
improved orientations about
CAG membership (and its benefits), studio rules and etiquette
(including reviving an orientation book written a few years
ago), and open studio rules and
etiquette (to cover things not
covered by instructors).
On new business: David Shapiro presented a written suggestion for reconsidering how
CAG charges its members for
sales, the CAG policy on outside sales, and CAG donations.
The Board created a committee
to look into these suggestions
and any others.

Meet Our New Studio Assistant

AMBER NOYER
by David Shapiro

Amber Noyer is the new ceramic tech for our
studio. She graduated from UC Berkeley in
2011 with a Major in Art Practice and minor in
Art History. She is not strictly a potter, though
ceramics is her favorite medium: “For as long
as I can remember I have been drawing, painting, and printmaking.
I took my first ceramic class at a community college in 2007 and it
stuck with me. I have had a variety of art–related jobs from Prop and
F/X makeup production for the film industry, to teaching hand-building
to children, and working at Clay People.”
Amber’s work tends to be “all over the place.” She throws “functional
bowls and mugs glazed in crystalline, or with scraffito patterns, or
painted pictures with underglaze.” She also sculpts “figures and
animals, sometimes they morph into trees, or are inspired by my
pets. A majority of my ceramic work is functional; imagery is based
on places, animals, and stories I love. I am always finding ways of
turning my sculptures into lamps, coin banks, or planters.”
In our studio, Amber is currently responsible for loading and unloading the kilns, mixing and reconstituting glazes, and general studio
support. She works on Tuesday and Thursday mornings, though the
days she’s in may change based on studio needs.
We asked what she’d like us to remember to make her job easier. She
suggested that we be careful to put pieces on the correct (greenware/
glaze) carts, and make sure the bottoms of pieces are free of glaze.
For hollow sculptures, be sure to have visible air holes.
You can see Amber’s portfolio at ambernoyer.wix.com/portfolio.
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Important Dates
1/16/2017
No Class/Open Studio
(MLK Day)
2/18/2017
Sergei Isupov Workshop
2/18/2017
No class/Open Studio
2/20/17
No Class/Open Studio
(Presidents’ Day)
02/22/17
Spring registration begins
03/11/17
CAG Contest ~ Vases!
03/18/17
Winter quarter ends
3/19/2017: 10am-12pm
Winter studio clean-up
3/26/17
Spring quarter begins

Message from the Yard
Sergei Isupov will hand build porcelain sculptures
at the next Master Potter Workshop. The sculptures will be figurative in nature with an emphasis
on narrative surface decoration, using slips and
underglazes. The workshop will be on February
18, and details are on the front pages of the newsletter.
Glazes: We have moved the waxy white and clear hand mixer to
the end of the table; it is labeled properly for all to see.
Bisqueware and shelves: Please don’t store your bisqueware
more than one week on the “glaze in progress” shelves; they may
be discarded if they remain there more than one week.
CCACA: This year’s Clay Sculpture conference in Davis, CA will
be the weekend of April 28 to 30, before the CAG Spring Sale.
Spring quarter: Classes will start the week of March 27, 2017;
the Master Potter for Spring will be Nick Joerling.
Suggestion Box: We will have a suggestion box available this
quarter; suggestions will be reviewed weekly and all relevant issues
will be addressed and then discussed in the Message from the Yard.
Studio Cooling: The City should start installing the cooling units
in March-April 2017.
New Instructor: Kristin Landowski will be our new instructor,
replacing Coreen Abbott. Coreen is leaving to travel the world.
Kristin’s website is www.kristinlandowski.com.
Friendly Reminder: Always keep the studio cleaner than you found
it. PLEASE no outside studio projects (work must be made in the
studio), you must be enrolled in the present quarter to have work
fired, no outside clay, and keep making beautiful work!

Gregory

CAG Pop-Up Sale

Saturday, December 17, 2016
We had a fantastic pop-up sale with Paul Renne, Clare Macy, Forrest Lowe, Ita Perez and Sid Sindzinski all pitching in to set up,
sell, and put away. THANK YOU SO much for your help.
We set up in the back by the entrance to the skating rink and attracted
all of the parents and kids who were heading to the rink. We sold
about 2/3 of our inventory and made so many people happy, providing those last minute Christmas gifts for friends and family and also
gave some studio tours. Final tally was about $650 added into our
CAG account, which provides so many enhancements for the studio.
Remember to donate your two nice ceramic pieces so that we
can have more pieces to sell in future sales. Thanks to all.
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What’s Happening in the Clay World
Galleries

participate in this fundraiser
TRAX Ceramics Gallery, 1812 by donating cups which will
5th St. Berkeley, CA 94710 be considered for the NCECA
Re-opens February 9th, 2017 Cups of Merit Commission
with SpeakDirt featuring Dan Award. Winners announced
Anderson, Karl Borgeson, Ja- Saturday, March 25, 2017.
son Dunn, Craig Petey.
Reception on Saturday, FebruCalls-for-Artists
ary 11th from 5-7pm.
The Artery, Davis, CA, will host
the 2017 Annual California Clay
Conferences
Competition and Exhibition:
NCECA 51st Annual Confer- April 28-May 26 2017 held in
ence, Future Flux, March 22-25 conjunction with the Annual
California Conference for the
2017, Portland, Oregon
http://nceca.net/2017-port- Advancement of Ceramic Art.
Deadline for entries: February
land-future-flux/
12th, 2017
25th Annual Cup Sale at
NCECA. You are invited to

America’s Clayfest V. The Art
League of Lincoln is holding
its fifth annual America’s ClayFest Ceramic Art Exhibit and
Competition in Lincoln, CA
at venues on the doorstep of
the historic Gladding, McBean
plant. This exhibit celebrates
the rich history of clay competition known as Feats of Clay,
formerly held at the Gladding,
McBean Clay Manufacturing
Company in Lincoln, CA.
Entry deadline: February 28,
2017. More information on the
website.

CLAYARTSGUILD
City of Walnut Creek
111 N. Wiget Lane
Walnut Creek, CA 94598

To view the CAG Newsletter in full color, go to: www.clayartsguild.com
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